ZOO DAY CAMPS

Zoo Animal Opposites (Ages 4–5)
$200 (5 Days)
It’s time to explore the many animal opposites the zoo has to offer! Each day we will explore new animal types, whether it be fast and slow, big and small, feathered and scaley or many others. Throughout the week we will explore the zoo, make crafts and get to touch some of the zoo's critters! With only 12 spots available in this camp, your child will have more one-on-one time with the leaders. It also means this camp is sure to fill up fast! Early drop-off and late pick-up is available 15 minutes before camp starts and 15 minutes after camp finishes, respectively.

**NEW** Little Zoo Farmer (Ages 4–5)
$200 (5 Days)
Enjoy our farm in the middle of the city! We'll Get Closer to our farm animals and learn how they provide useful products like milk and wool. Throughout the week we'll explore the difference between wild and domestic animals, create crafts and even make a treat for one of our new farm friends. With only 12 spots available in this camp, your child will have more one-on-one time with the leaders. It also means this camp is sure to fill up fast! Early drop-off and late pick-up is available 15 minutes before camp starts and 15 minutes after camp finishes, respectively.

**NEW** Crafty Critters (Ages 4–5)
$200 (5 Days)
Animals can be pretty crafty! Spend the week learning what animals do to build their homes, sneak up on their prey and camouflage into their environment. We’ll be creating our own unique animal inspired crafts and we’ll Get Closer to some of our crafty critters! With only 12 spots available in this camp, your child will have more one-on-one time with the leaders. It also means this camp is sure to fill up fast! Early drop-off and late pick-up is available 15 minutes before camp starts and 15 minutes after camp finishes, respectively.

**NEW** Zoo Chef Camp (Ages 5–7)
$280 (5 Days)
Ever wondered what the animals at the zoo eat every day? During camp, we'll visit the zoo’s kitchen and prepare a diet for one of our zoo residents. We'll make our own food inspired crafts and meet a variety of animals up close. While exploring the zoo throughout the week, we’ll make and deliver special treats for some of the zoo’s hungry residents! Early drop-off is available from 8 a.m.-9 a.m. and late pickup is available from 4 p.m-5 p.m.
Zoo Treasures Camp (Ages 5–7)
$280 (5 Days), $224 (4 Days)
Ahoy Mateys! Join our band of scallywags and rapscallions as we search the zoo for treasures. We will do pirate-themed crafts throughout the week to make sure you look the part. Each day we will follow the clues that will lead us to animal treasures. Along the way, we will meet animals up close, give special treats to some of the animals and piece together a treasure map that will lead us to a chest of treats for our pirate crew to enjoy! Early drop-off is available from 8 a.m.-9 a.m. and late pickup is available from 4 p.m-5 p.m.

ZOOper Heroes Camp (Ages 5–7)
$280 (5 Days), $224 (4 Days)
ZOOper Heroes assemble! Come marvel at animals with the most amazing superpowers! We'll zoom around in our animal-inspired superhero masks to discover the fastest, strongest, and most highly-skilled animal superheroes at the zoo. Meet animals up close, enjoy cool crafts and games, and make super-special treats for creatures big and small. We'll learn ways to help animals, and our planet, so we can truly be called Earth's mightiest heroes! Early drop-off is available from 8 a.m.-9 a.m. and late pickup is available from 4 p.m-5 p.m.

Zookémon Camp (Ages 6–8)
$280 (5 Days)
Does your child have what it takes to be the ultimate Zookémon trainer? They can discover the animal inspirations for some of their favourite pokemon and learn about real animal training. We'll invent some new zookemon, create our own zookémon cards and make lots of pokemon-inspired crafts. Our group of zookémaniacs will explore the zoo, meet animals up close, and fill out our zookédex because we gotta see 'em all! Early drop-off is available from 8 a.m.-9 a.m. and late pickup is available from 4 p.m-5 p.m.

**NEW** Zoolympics Camp (Ages 6–8)
$280 (5 Days), $224 (4 Days)
Animals are amazing athletes! Discover the olympic-sized abilities of our zoo animals as we explore the ways that animals move on land, in the water, and by air. We'll make and award special treats to our fastest, strongest, and biggest animal athletes. Meet cool animals up close, and create prize-winning creature crafts as we celebrate the 2020 summer olympics! Early drop-off is available from 8 a.m.-9 a.m. and late pickup is available from 4 p.m-5 p.m.
Junior Zookeeper Camp (Ages 7–9)
$280 (5 Days)
Have you ever wondered what it's like to be a zookeeper? Each day will feature a different zookeeper activity, from preparing food to cleaning enclosures to making special treats and smelly surprises for some lucky animals! You'll go behind the scenes to places where only zookeepers usually get to go. And you can fine tune your skills by helping care for a small animal in the daycamp classroom. Learn more about the animals you love and discover what it takes to work at the zoo! Early drop-off is available from 8 a.m.-9 a.m. and late pickup is available from 4 p.m-5 p.m.

Zoo Mythbusters Camp (Ages 7-9)
$280 (5 Days), $224 (4 Days)
Something strange is going on at the zoo. Each day presents a new mystery and it's up to us, the zoo's detectives, to solve it! Our investigations will lead us to uncover secrets and bust common myths about our zoo animals. During the week we will learn about our animal's diets, habitats and maybe even their poop as we search for clues and analyze evidence to solve a number of animal mythsteries. Explore all over the zoo, go behind the scenes, look at artifacts, touch some animals and 'Get Closer' in search of the truth! Early drop-off is available from 8 a.m.-9 a.m. and late pickup is available from 4 p.m-5 p.m.

Junior Zookeeper Camp (Ages 8–10)
$280 (5 Days), $224 (4 Days)
Have you ever wondered what it's like to be a zookeeper? Each day will feature a different zookeeper activity, from preparing food to cleaning enclosures to making special treats and smelly surprises for some lucky animals! You'll go behind the scenes to places where only zookeepers usually get to go. And you can fine tune your skills by helping care for a small animal in the daycamp classroom. Learn more about the animals you love and discover what it takes to work at the zoo! Early drop-off is available from 8 a.m.-9 a.m. and late pickup is available from 4 p.m-5 p.m.

Wild Zoo Creations Art Camp (Ages 10–13)
$310 (5 Days)
Be inspired by the beauties and the beasts that call the zoo home. Each day we will focus on a different type of art, and our animal friends will be your muse. Design and build enrichments, draw, sculpt, dance, paint, put on a performance and create something beyond your wildest imagination. We will also have time each day to work on a larger project with a showcase at the end of the week. Get Closer and get creative during this art-filled week at the zoo! Early drop-off is available from 8 a.m.-9 a.m. and late pickup is available from 4 p.m-5 p.m.
Zoo—mazing Adventures Camp (Ages 10–13)
$280 (5 Days)
Visit the zoo for a week of challenges that will take you for a journey around the animal world, without ever leaving Edmonton! We'll visit wallabies from Australia, zebras from Africa and even meet some animals up close from all over the world to learn about their adaptations and abilities. During the week, campers will test their abilities with games and activities to see if their skills compare to our ‘zoo-mazing’ animals! Early drop-off is available from 8 a.m.-9 a.m. and late pickup is available from 4 p.m-5 p.m.

**NEW** Conservation Crusaders (Ages 10-14)
$280 (5 Days)
You’re invited to become a Conservation Crusader! Spend the week learning about the threats facing animals, and learn all about how the Edmonton Valley Zoo contributes to conservation through our very own animal ambassadors. Campers will be involved in taking action through a variety of conservation activities during the week, including a park clean up! This daycamp is perfect for those who want to have fun while making a difference! Early drop off is from 8 - 9 a.m. and late pick up is from 4 - 5 p.m.